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Abstract:
I develop a dynamic model of mergers, where mergers, investment, entry and exit are endogenous variables rationally chosen by firms in order to maximize expected future profits. This model differs from previous analyses in that it incorporates dynamics and endogenizes the merger process. The model generates reasonable predictions: allowing for mergers has the expected effect on entry, exit, investment and surpluses; and changes in tastes and technologies affect industry equilibrium in plausible ways. The results demonstrate that this type of analysis is feasible and can potentially be used as a tool for antitrust policy analysis.
the future holds the possibility of additional mergers, answering this question requires an endogenous merger process. As previous studies have analyzed this type of question using the erroneous assumption that that no future mergers will ever occur, their results will be significantly biased. Thus, while policymakers may not care if they predict the pattern of mergers in an industry, they need a model of endogenous mergers to correctly answer even simple antitrust policy questions.
Because of the limitations of examining mergers in a static non-endogenous setting, I have developed a dynamic game theoretic model of endogenous mergers, which is the focus of this paper. In this model, firms rationally make merger, entry, exit, investment and production decisions every period in order to maximize the expected discounted value (EDV) of net future profits.
3 Although firms can enter and exit, the industry is infinitely lived. Because of random returns to investment and random entry and exit costs, the industry is constantly in flux even in equilibrium. While this merger model can be used with different underlying static production games (such as Cobb-Douglas production functions, differentiated products equilibrium, etc.), for the results presented here, I model firms as capacity-constrained constant marginal costs Cournot competitors in a homogeneous goods market. I solve this dynamic game model using a Markov-Perfect Nash Equilibrium solution concept (see Maskin and Tirole, 1988) . Because of the complexity of modeling dynamics and endogeneity, it is not feasible to analytically solve the model that I present. Instead, I computationally solve for the equilibrium of the model for stylized parameter values, and evaluate the implications of the model given equilibrium behavior.
As the endogenous merger process is the crux of the model, I now detail the process that I employ.
I use a simple acquisition model for the merger process: every period, the largest firm starts and can buy any one firm that is smaller than it by paying that firm's offering price; the smaller firms simultaneously set take-it-or-leave-it asking prices. 4 If it successfully acquires another firm, the firms merge and combine their capacities, and the process starts over, with the new largest firm as the potential acquirer. If it does not, then the second largest firm can buy any one firm that is smaller than it with the same simultaneous offer process. This continues until all the firms have had a chance to buy firms smaller than themselves, at which point the entry, exit, investment and production processes occur. In order to avoid non-existence of equilibria (see Section 2), I incorporate a mean zero random cost/synergy payment that accrues to the firm upon realization of the merger.
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My primary goal in this research is to develop a model that can be used to analyze the causes and consequences of mergers, in order to serve as a tool for policy analysis. As this is the first dynamic, endogenous model of mergers, there are several issues that it can address that have never even been modeled before. These include: the question of how optimal antitrust policies change when factors such as barriers to entry and increasing returns are present 6 and the effects of antitrust and other government policies on a particular industry. 7 More generally, since this model incorporates many real-world features (such as investment processes, endogenous mergers, etc.) that have not been modeled by previous merger analyses, it can potentially be used to form a theoretical understanding of the effects of mergers under a broad range of tastes and technologies. In this paper, however, I focus on the model itself, and attempt to show that examining a dynamic endogenous model of mergers is a feasible endeavor.
To examine the feasibility of this exercise, I first analyze the equilibrium and short-run behaviors of the model both with and without a merger process, for an arbitrary 'base case' vector of parameters. I find that allowing mergers will change the evolution of an industry, making it generally more concentrated and also increasing the speed at which it can evolve in response to shocks. In addition, mergers will generally increase producer surplus (because of the ability to control for bad investment draws and to prevent the deadweight loss from exit) and lower consumer surplus (because of the increase in concentration) and thus their effect on total surplus is ambiguous. I find that the model generates intuitive results: in the model and in the real world, mergers serve several purposes (from investment risk-sharing to market power) and the model predicts a pattern of mergers and industry evolutions that illustrates these objectives. While these results are certainly not intended as general proofs about this type of model, they are useful because they show that this complex dynamic model yields results that are economically plausible and reasonable.
In addition, I perform some comparative dynamics exercises to examine how the results change as entry, exit, investment, production costs and demand size change. While this is not meant to be an exhaustive exercise of the robustness of any predictions of the model, the results point out that the predictions change in an economically intuitive manner as tastes and technology parameters change. For instance, barriers to entry cause a significant deadweight loss, a loss to consumers and a gain to producers; lower demand sizes or higher marginal costs lead to a concentrated industry and to a significant deadweight loss; and increased investment effectiveness causes more firms with more total capacity to be active.
Having summarized the main points above, I proceed to detail the model and results. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the industry and merger model and its computation.
Section 3 details the results. Finally, Section 4 concludes.
Section 2: Model
The merger literature has generally used the same basic approach: 8 authors have modeled a merger process, followed by a one-period production process, where the producers are the firms that remain in the industry after the merger process. Production has been modeled by some standard (i.e. Cournot, Bertrand or Hotelling) static industrial organization production game. The authors have then solved these models by using backward induction to find the reduced-form profits that accrue to each firm at each information set after the merger process has finished. They have then used these reduced form profits to evaluate the values to firms of different merger choices. Although the model that I present is different in that it is dynamic and uses an endogenous merger process, it has the same basic framework repeated: every period, there is a merger process, followed by exit, a Cournot production game among the remaining firms in the industry, and finally investment and entry.
In the remainder of this section, I discuss the general industry model and state, followed by an analysis of each of the processes (investment and entry, production, exit and merger). Lastly, I briefly outline the computation of the model.
Industry model and state space
I base the industry dynamics in this paper on the Ericson and Pakes (1995) model. The class of models developed by Ericson-Pakes describes an infinite-horizon discrete-time industry with endogenous entry, exit and investment, where firms choose strategies in order to maximize the EDV of their net future profits given their information and some common discount rate .
9 In this class of models, firms invest with a stochastic R&D type technology in order to increase their production capacities. While the state space looks large and complex, it can be simplified in several ways. First, as I detail shortly, the technology ensures that the set of possible capacity levels is discrete and can be mapped onto the set of positive integers using a scale factor . Second, each firm's capacity can be restricted to a Lastly, I define a function which is used to map states back into weakly descending order. This function is necessary because firms can change their capacity more than neighboring firms through investment, entry or merger. To define , consider any N-tuple w that is not necessarily in weakly descending order and any position j. Let j , w be the reordering of that state and position into weakly descending order. As an example, consider the above state of 0 , 9 , 14 , 18 . Suppose that the second and third firms merge so that they have capacity 23, and I want to examine their combined value. I will refer to this value as I now detail all of the processes of my model in reverse order. Figure 1 illustrates these processes for a case of three firms. Note that because of randomness, there are several possible outcomes for each process. I have highlighted one outcome down the middle of the figure, and listed others off to the side .
Entry and investment processes
At the last stage of any period are the entry and investment processes, which occur Note that I am letting the entrant be in position N initially, which is why the second argument of is an N. Also, note that the probability in (4) can be easily determined from (2) and (3) since I am conditioning on investment levels.
The potential entrant will enter if the gross value from entry is greater than its draw for the uniform random cost of entry. Thus, for any arbitrary state w (where it is not necessarily the case that N J ), one can see that: As production occurs before the investment process, current period profits are unaffected by investment, and so they do not enter into (6). Also, for states where there are N firms active, the value function in (6) does not have components with 0's, nor does it have the last component with a potential entrant.
Equations (5) and (6) To complete my discussion of the solution, I need to detail how to solve for the individual maximization problems in (5) and (6) needed in the iterative solution. Equation (5) Note that (7a) and (7b) .
Production process
Immediately preceding the investment and entry stage is the production process, which is modeled as a simple capacity-constrained Cournot game with structure: (9) otherwise. ,
From (9), one can see that demand is invariant across periods, and every active firm produces the same homogeneous good in order to satisfy the demand. While firms have no fixed costs, and the same constant marginal costs, mc, they are differentiated by their capacity level: each firm can only produce up to its fixed capacity, w j , or equivalently, at its capacity level, it has infinite marginal costs. Firms choose their production quantities simultaneously in order to maximize their EDV of net future profits. Because quantity is not a payoff-relevant state variable, the MPNE assumption ensures that the quantities that firms choose will be the Cournot-Nash one-shot quantities, given the demand curve and the cost functions. 
Exit process
Directly before the production process, firms simultaneously decide whether or not to exit. Firms receive a scrap value of from exiting, and hence choose to exit if their continuation EDVs from remaining in the industry are less than . In order to avoid equilibria where a smaller firm remains active and a larger firm exits, I further stipulate that a firm must exit if any firm at that state with higher capacity has exited; thus for every state there are J 1 possible exit decisions (no exit, the smaller firm only exiting, the two smallest exiting, up to all firms exiting) in equilibrium. Finally, if a firm has zero capacity, I force it to exit, in order to avoid the nonsensical possibility of negative capacity in future periods. Note that, unlike in (6), current period profits enter into (11). Using (11) Instead, I can use the following process: start with the J th firm. Find out if it wants to exit, using (11). If it does not want to exit, there will be no exit. If it does want to exit, continue to the J-1 th firm. Find if it wants to exit given that the J th firm has exited. If it does not want to exit, there will be no further exit. If it does want to exit, continue on to the J-2 th firm, etc. The reason that this sequential process works is that firms' values from remaining in the industry are increasing in their position in the state. Thus, if the J th firm wants to exit thinking that the J-1 th firm is staying in (as I computed first) and if the J-1 th firm wants to exit given that the J th firm has exited (as I computed second), then the J th firm would still want to exit, even knowing that the J-1 th firm has exited.
The merger process occurs at the beginning of each period, immediately before the exit process.
When two firms merge, they combine their capacities and become a larger firm, whose capacity is the sum of the capacities of the two individual firms.
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Designing the process by which firms merge is the most problematic part of this paper, and is the reason why no other paper has attempted to develop a fully endogenous, dynamic merger model. There are two broad problems that are likely to occur in any merger process: multiple equilibria and no equilibria. I detail the reasons for both of these problems and the methods I use to resolve them below.
The occurrence of a vast multiplicity of equilibria is likely to be a problem in any endogenous merger process with more than two firms because there will often be several profitable and conflicting opportunities for mergers. Many intuitive and appealing merger processes exhibit this problem. For instance, Kamien and Zang (1990) propose a game where every firm indicates a simultaneous bid for every other firm together with an asking price for itself. In this model, the 'unmerged' result is always an equilibrium, as are any outcomes where the mergers that occur are more profitable than no merger.
Cooperative bargaining models such as Hart and Kurz (1981) also yield a multiplicity of equilibria.
My solution to the problem of multiple equilibria is to have a sequential merger process. 13 In my model, the largest firm (in terms of capacity) moves first, and can acquire any one smaller firm by paying its asking price; the smaller firms simultaneously set take-it-or-leave-it asking prices. If, on the one hand, it declines to acquire any firm, then the second biggest firm can choose to acquire any one firm that is smaller than it by paying its asking price (with these asking prices also being set simultaneously); then the third biggest firm can; etc. If, on the other hand, the biggest firm chooses to acquire some other firm, then the merger occurs, the firms combine their capacities and a new industry structure results. Again, then, the new biggest firm can choose to merge with any firm that is smaller than it, and then if it chooses not to, the next biggest firm can, etc. Every period, the process continues until there is only one firm left, or the second smallest firm chooses not to buy the smallest firm. Figure 2 presents the merger process graphically for a state where there are three firms active (ignore the 'synergy draws' listed in this figure for now). I choose this simple offer structure at each stage because it is easily computable (as detailed below) and, in equilibrium, it allows for the surplus from the merger to be shared. While it is not true that there will never be multiple equilibria for this model, this structure certainly avoids some of the major sources of multiple equilibria from other models.
For a more subtle reason, non-existence of equilibrium is also likely to be a problem for any endogenous merger process. Existence of equilibrium in this type of model is generally shown by
Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem, 14 where the operator (for which a fixed point is found) maps from the value functions to optimal policies back to the value functions. 15 Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem requires continuity of the operator in order to prove the existence of a fixed point. In merger models, the reason for non-existence is that the value functions of non-participants to a merger will be discontinuous in the V PM post-merger values to participants because of externalities from the merger.
To illustrate this discontinuity, consider the following example of a stylized industry with three firms, A, B and C, and only one merger possible, that between A and B, so that C is always a nonparticipant to the merger. Suppose firms A and B have V PM values which make a merger just barely unprofitable. Then, C's (pre-merger) value function incorporates the fact that no merger will occur with probability one. Now suppose that firms A and B have slightly different V PM values which make a merger just barely profitable. Then, as C's value function incorporates the fact that the merger will occur with probability one, it may be very different from the earlier value function. Thus, as a small change in A and B's V PM values results in the probability of merger jumping from zero to one, it can cause a discrete jump in the ex-ante value function of C. This implies that the value function will not be continuous in V PM . This discontinuity is not an artifact of the model. Instead, it is occurring because of the real-world fact that the merging parties impose an externality on the non-participants in the merger. 16 My solution to the problem of discontinuity is to add a source of randomness to the merger process, which I call a merger cost/synergy. In my model, every time two firms merge, they pay/receive some cost/synergy which is an iid random draw from a mean-zero uniform distribution U S S , .
To allow for a randomness in the merger outcome, I assume that the potential acquired firms do not know their synergy draws when they set their asking prices but that the acquirer learns all of its synergy draws (with each of the potential acquired firms) immediately before it makes the acquisition decision. Figure 2 graphically shows how this information structure is manifested.
To bring back the earlier example, if the net value (not including the synergy draw) to A and B of merging is close to zero, then C's pre-merger value function will incorporate the fact that a merger will occur some, but not all, of the time. Small perturbations in A or B's post-merger value functions will change this probability a small amount. Hence, the cost/synergy payment is a convenient though somewhat arbitrary assumption that eliminates the discontinuity to non-participants by smoothing the probability of merger as a function of the prior gain. Given these reservation values in (13) , I can now define the value to each potential acquired firm of a given vector of bids and use this to solve for the Nash equilibrium vector of bids. To find the value to each potential acquired firm of
, one must formalize the decision process of the buyer faced with this vector of bids. Recall that the sellers set their bids before observing the cost/synergy realizations but that the buyer knows the synergy draws when it makes its acquisition decision. One can express the increase in EDV of profit to the buyer from buying any firm w j relative to buying no firm as:
By definition, the buyer will choose to buy that firm w j which yields the highest 'netgain' provided that that netgain is positive. To the potential seller, though, its netgain as well as the netgains from the other potential sellers are uniform random variables. As in equilibrium, the only unknown part of them is the cost/synergy realizations,
In Figure 3 , I represent this concept graphically, for a case where J=5, and firm 1 is the buyer.
Here, I show each potential merger as a uniform bar whose range is the minimum and maximum netgains from that merger, depending on the realization of the synergy draw. Even though a merger with firm 5 yields the highest mean netgain in this picture, it is not true that a merger with this firm will always occur.
Indeed, even though a merger with firm 5 is the single most probable event, given that the bars are all overlapping and can all be negative, it is possible that firm 1 will choose to acquire any of the other firms, or even no firm, depending on the synergy realizations. It is this randomness in outcomes that smoothes out the values to non-participants and allows for the existence of equilibrium.
I can now use the concept of netgain to examine the Nash equilibrium conditions for the bids of potential acquired firms. The value from a bid vector can be written as: (15) .
In (15) , the first term indicates the value to w j conditional on some other w k being acquired, the second term indicates the value conditional on w j itself being acquired, and the third term the value conditional on no firm being acquired. A Nash equilibrium vector of bids
then, must satisfy:
While it is not possible to analytically solve (16) , one can use numerical solution methods to solve for an equilibrium vector of bids that satisfies (16), as follows. Because the reservation prices B, C, and S are taken as given, the value to each firm from any vector of bids in (15) can be analytically solved: it is simply the probability that each netgain (corresponding to an acquisition) is both highest and higher than zero multiplied by the value if it is the highest. As the netgains are uniformly distributed, these probabilities have simple analytic solutions, which I detail in . Additionally, as an increase in a bid simply shifts the distribution of the netgain left by that amount, the first and second derivatives of the netgains also have analytic solutions. Thus, conditioning on the reservation prices, one can solve for the Nash equilibrium vector of bids by numerically searching for a vector of bids that makes the first derivatives of (15),
, equal to zero. This can be done with a standard Newton search method. 17 Using the equilibrium vector of bids, I can now evaluate i , i , w V BM . For the potential buyer, this value function is simply its reservation price B plus the expected value of the netgain for each potential acquisition times the probability of that acquisition. This can be formalized as: (17) . (15), (16) includes the expectation of each netgain conditional on it being the highest. There is also a simple analytic formula for this expression. (16) and (18) differ in that the m th firm can never be acquired.
Finally, note that, by definition,
, so, using backward induction, I have illustrated how to derive the overall value function given the V PM values.
Computation of the model
Because of its complexity, the model described in this section cannot be analytically solved.
However, one can compute an equilibrium of this model by using dynamic programming methods. 18 The method that I use to solve this model is similar to the methods described in Pakes and McGuire (1994) .
Their methods consist of using dynamic programming to solve for the functional equation at each state.
Because it is a dynamic programming algorithm, they use backward induction, computing the profit for each state using (10), entry and investment using (5) and (6) respectively, and exit using (11). The value functions are then computed using (4) and (12) . In order to make the problem finite, one must bound the maximum capacity as well as the maximum number of active firms N; these bounds are set high enough so as to not greatly affect the results. By standard dynamic programming methodology, a fixed point of this process yields an equilibrium of the model.
There is one important difference between the Pakes-McGuire method and standard dynamic programming: instead of solving for the equilibrium investment, exit and entry policies conditional on the value functions, Pakes-McGuire solve for the optimal policies conditional on the value functions and the policies of other agents at the same state. 19 The reason for this difference is that they consider a dynamic game model and not a single-agent decision process for which dynamic programming was intended. Thus, while the individually optimal policies can be computed as discussed earlier in this section, a non-linear search would be required to find the equilibrium policy vectors (even conditional on the value function).
Thus, the Pakes-McGuire algorithm sets initial value functions and policies, then repeatedly updates the policies and value functions given the old value function and the old policies. (17) and (18). 21 I update the bid vector using (15) to allow the algorithm to take one Newton step in the direction of the optimal bid for each individual. At the end of one iteration, I have generated a beginning-of-state V value function, which I then use as starting values for the returns to the investment process in the next iteration. As in Pakes and McGuire (1994) , a fixed point of this process will satisfy the functional equations and ensure that each agent is choosing maximizing behavior conditional on the behavior of the other agents. Hence, a fixed point will be a MPNE of my model.
In order to speed convergence of the algorithm, I make use of the stochastic approximation methods developed in Pakes and McGuire (1996) . This algorithm computes the solution over the ergodic class instead of over the entire state space, and thus reduces the computation time for cases where the state space is large, such as with 6 firms. Because the properties of this stochastic approximation method are unknown, I always check the results with non-stochastic computations every 1,000,000 iterations, and implement a low stopping tolerance: the algorithm stops only when the state space over the ergodic distribution is at least 99.9% correlated with the subsequent (non-stochastic) iteration, when the percent difference between current and subsequent value functions is less than 0.001%, and when the mean bid derivative is less than 0.01.
Lastly, I note that there is one significant caveat to the Pakes-McGuire method and the method used here: the computation is not a contraction mapping, and hence one cannot guarantee uniqueness of equilibrium. In addition, for my model, I cannot guarantee existence of equilibrium; however, I can show that equilibrium will exist provided that the size of the synergy distribution is sufficiently large. 22 In order to examine the question of uniqueness, I have computed the model with many different starting values and perturbations on the solution method and found the solution to be robust to these conditions. Thus, I do not have reason to believe that there are multiple equilibria for the parameters that I have tried.
Section 3: Results
Since the model that I have developed is fully endogenous and dynamic, it can potentially be used to answer a wide variety of antitrust questions. However, as this paper is the first of its kind, its purpose is not to give definitive and robust answers as to the implications of mergers and antitrust policies in perform comparative dynamics by examining how the predictions of the model change as I change entry, exit, investment and production costs from the base case. The purpose of this exercise is to examine how the equilibrium changes as tastes and technologies change, again with the aim of examining whether the predictions of the model support and add to the economic intuition on mergers. In the remainder of this section, I evaluate the results of this model using these two methods.
Base case results
Recall that the results that I compute are based on parameter values that specify investment, static demand, production, entry and exit costs, discount and depreciation rates and the synergy distribution. In this subsection, I compute the equilibrium for a base case parameter vector whose values are detailed in Table 1 . While the choice of parameters is relatively arbitrary, it was made with three factors in mind.
First, as the computation time grows as the number of active firms increases, I chose parameters that result in an industry without many firms. Second, I model a constant returns to scale production technology to avoid having increasing returns as the reason for many mergers. Third, I set entry costs to be roughly 'free entry': I make the cost of capacity to new entrants be roughly the same as for incumbents in the industry.
Because entrants gain a discrete chunk of capacity for a fixed cost when they enter while incumbents can only increase their capacity by at most one increment every period, the two technologies are different.
However, I compare the two by giving the incumbent the same dollar value as the entrant to spend on capacity over two or three periods, and examining what is the maximum expected increment in capacity that the incumbent can attain with the additional dollar amount.
To evaluate the reasonableness of the predictions of the model, I present the results of the merger model and compare these with the results of an industry without mergers. It is important to note that these results are not meant to provide robust characterizations of the implications of the model, since they are for only one parameter vector.
The results, which are in Tables 2 and 3 , are organized as follows. Table 2 takes a starting state where four firms of different sizes (7, 5, 4 and 3) are active and simulates the industry 1 million times given this state in order to show the equilibrium probabilities of finding different numbers of firms active over a 20-year period, both with and without mergers respectively. Table 3 details the long-run ergodic equilibrium industry structure and welfare predictions of the model both with and without mergers, using a One can observe several properties of the equilibrium by examining Tables 2 and 3. Note that mergers are a common event in equilibrium, occurring in 1.5% of the periods. Note also that the mean realized synergy draw is 0.166. As this is significantly higher than 0, this indicates that firms which are interested in merging wait for high synergy realizations before merging. While there is occasionally more than one merger in the industry, this is a rare event. In addition, firms most often merge to form a duopoly and never merge for monopoly. This is in spite of the fact that firms in this model certainly merge for anticompetitive reasons, and a monopoly can raise prices much more than a duopoly. Thus, given this demand size and the Cournot specification, entry and the bargaining process serve as a sufficient deterrent to discourage merger for monopoly, though not merger for duopoly.
Although merger for monopoly never occurs, one can see from Table 3 that allowing for mergers increase industry concentration significantly, with the median number of firms in the industry dropping from 3 to 2 when mergers are allowed. In addition to increasing the mean concentration in the industry, mergers serve as a relatively quick way for the industry to adjust when needed, compared to entry, exit and investment. This can be seen from Table 2 , where the industry with mergers can adjust from four firms to its long-run industry median structure of 2 firms active within only 5 years, while the industry without mergers takes more than 20 years to adjust. The reason for this is that with mergers, superfluous firms do not have to exit the industry (which they will only do if their entire EDV of future profits is lower than the scrap value) for change to occur, but can instead be bought out for a higher price.
As one might expect, having mergers in the industry changes the probabilities of exit and entry in the industry. From Table 3 , one can see that these effects are significant: the entry rate increases from 0.3% to 1.6% when mergers are allowed while the exit rate drops from 0.3% to 0.005%. The reason for the exit effect is that mergers are a way of transferring the capacity from weak firms (that would have otherwise exited the industry and only received a scrap value for their capacity) to stronger firms. Thus, exit is lower because allowing for mergers adds another option besides exit for potential exitors. The reason for the entry effect is similar: with mergers, firms that enter do not necessarily have to be profitable enough to survive on their own; it is enough for them to decrease the profits of incumbents sufficiently that the incumbents would want to buy them. Thus, the entry rate is higher, because allowing for mergers adds another option to the potential entrant if it enters, and thus increases the value of entering the industry.
In addition, the industry with mergers has much less investment from R&D by incumbent firms than the industry without mergers. From Table 3 , one can see that equilibrium investment by incumbent firms drops by about 40% (from 0.223 to 0.143). The reason for the decline is that mergers allow firms to substitute 'external investment' (i.e. acquisitions), for 'internal investment' (i.e. investment through the R&D process).
Finally, I note that mergers generally have a negative effect on consumer surplus and a positive effect on producer surplus. 23 The reason for the negative effect on consumer surplus is that mergers reduce the number of firms in the industry and thus decrease competition and raise prices. In addition to reducing consumer surplus, the higher prices from less competition will result in a deadweight loss, as they are moving the industry further away from the perfectly competitive solution. However, as noted earlier, the ability of firms to concentrate the industry and raise prices is mitigated by the threat of entry. In contrast, mergers can raise producer surplus by increasing anticompetitive rents, but also by streamlining inefficient investment and exit. Thus, unlike in a simple static model, there is a gain in producer surplus from mergers that is not simply a transfer from consumers. Because mergers can result in an efficiency gain but also in a deadweight loss from anticompetitive behavior, the implications of mergers on total social welfare are, in general, indeterminate. Indeed, the results show that for the parameter values presented, allowing for mergers in this industry actually increases social welfare marginally, by about 0.6% (from 1.926 to 1.939).
In general terms, the above discussion shows that firms choose to merge for several reasons.
Mergers decrease the competition in the industry and increase profits that way, as after a merger, the Cournot production game is played with fewer firms. In addition, by decreasing competition, mergers allow firms to partially internalize the negative externality that their investment has on other firms in the industry. Mergers are also a mechanism for increasing capacity, which substitutes for investment. As the investment process as specified allows only for slow growth, mergers are a way in which firms can grow more rapidly. Mergers also serve as a way of transferring the capacity of weak firms that would otherwise have exited the industry and received only the scrap value for their capacity. Finally, mergers are a means of capturing positive synergy draws, as synergy draws can only be obtained by merging. While the decision to merge is a function of all of these reasons confounded together, one can observe separate evidence of each of them, as shown above. The fact that these economically important criteria are guiding the merger decision is evidence that the results are grounded in economic theory and hence that this type of analysis is feasible.
Comparative dynamics
In this subsection, I examine the changes of the predictions of the model to changes in the technologies of investment, exit, entry and production and taste for this good (i.e. size of demand). As can be seen from (10), in the standard Cournot model that I use, an increase in the costs of production is exactly equivalent to a decrease in the demand size D. Hence, the simulations of increases in production costs can equivalently be thought of as decreases in demand size. It is important to note that the comparative dynamics results here are not meant as robust predictions of the effects of different tastes and technologies on industry equilibrium, but rather are intended to give some idea as to whether the predictions of the model can capture and extend economic intuition on mergers.
The results are organized as follows: Table 4 presents the equilibrium predictions of the model with three different investment technologies; Table 5 presents three different exit scrap values; Table 6 three different entry costs; and Table 7 Tables 4 and 6 the reason for this is that a decrease in investment effectiveness or entry costs would correspond to a negative real cost of entry; for Table 5 the reason is that a decrease in exit scrap values would have very little effect since there is almost no exit in the base-case results.
In Table 4 one can examine the effects of increasing the effectiveness of the investment technology, $, on the industry welfare and structure. Several effects are apparent: as the investment technology becomes more effective (as $ increases), the level of investment decreases, but the amount of excess capacity in the industry increases. Thus, firms are reducing their investment levels to compensate for the better technology, but are not reducing the levels so much as to decrease their excess capacity or even their total capacity. In addition, as the technology becomes more effective, the industry becomes progressively less concentrated and total welfare increases. The reason for this is two-fold: the technology is better, which increases the first-best welfare, and as the industry becomes more profitable, more firms remain active, which increases competition and moves the industry closer to the first-best welfare.
Because of the increase in competition, the effect on producer surplus is ambiguous: it first rises and then falls. In addition, as the investment technology becomes more effective, the frequency of mergers and entry diminish vastly. The reason for this is that, relative to investment, mergers and entry are becoming an increasingly poor method of accumulating capacity. as the exit scrap value increases, both the probabilities of entry and exit increase. The increase in entry is due to a higher option value from entering the industry because of the potential for exit; the increase in exit is simply due to an increase in the value of this option. In contrast to these entry and exit changes, the probability of mergers first increases and then decreases as the exit scrap value increases. This is because there are two opposing effects: while there are more entrants who may want to be acquired, these entrants have a higher option value from exiting instead of being acquired. The effects of changes in the exit scrap value on industry surpluses are similarly ambiguous, and also small in magnitude.
One can see from Table 6 that unlike the exit scrap value case, changes in entry costs cause a large change in industry concentration: with larger entry barriers, the industry becomes more concentrated, until the structure is most often a monopoly. The reason for this effect is that entry acts as a deterrent for merger to monopoly, since potential entrants will enter under the 'inverted price umbrella' created by the monopolist. Thus, as entry becomes more expensive, it is less of a deterrent, and there is more likely to be a monopoly. This results in an increasing deadweight loss from monopoly. As in a simple static analysis, producer surplus increases at the expense of consumer surplus. Interestingly enough, as entry costs increase, the volume of entry does not always decrease. Instead, for the highest entry cost, there is twice as much entry as for the lowest. The reason is that even though the costs of entry are higher, there is a higher option value from entering which counteracts this. The option value is higher because, as entry costs increase, the median industry structure changes from a duopoly to a monopoly. This monopoly structure increases the rents of the dominant firm which increases its incentives to acquire the entrant in order to preserve its rents, which in turn increases the amount it will pay to acquire the entrant. huge increase in the number of firms in the industry. Indeed, moving from a demand size of 3 to 5, the mean number of active firms jumps from 1 to 4. The reason for this increase is that the industry is much more profitable since there are much lower costs of production and/or a larger pool of demand. Hence, the sunk entry costs and fixed costs from the investment technology can be much more readily recouped with a larger demand size. Thus, the model indicates that small markets will tend to be monopolized and large markets will tend to be competitive. While it is not meaningful to compare the surpluses across the different demand sizes, one can see that the concentrated industry structure of small markets will cause them to perform much more poorly relative to their social optima than large markets.
In general terms, these comparative dynamics results show that the implications of this model for different tastes and technologies can be explained by economic intuition, which is an indication that the model is potentially useful to analyze policy questions. In addition, because of the interactions between different behaviors, there are often surprising effects that one would not find with a static, non-endogenous analysis. For instance, one might assume that higher entry costs imply lower entry, or that increased exit scrap values will decrease the frequency of mergers, neither of which are found to be true. These examples
show that an equilibrium model of mergers is necessary in order to understand how this complex interplay of agents translates into different equilibria for different tastes and technologies.
Section 4: Conclusions and further research
In this paper, I have proposed a model of endogenous horizontal mergers for firms in a dynamic setting. I have detailed the decision processes of the firms, examined the implications of the model for a base case parameter vector and performed some simple comparative dynamics exercises.
As this is the first model of its kind, there are many ways in which it could be made more realistic.
One central problem is that the model represents a merged firm as acting as though it were one firm with a capacity that is the sum of the capacities of its component firms. This results in a change in the investment process when a merger occurs: when two firms merge, they go from each having one uncertain R&D investment process, to having only one together. This difference in the stochastic investment realization possibilities may not be reflective of the real-world. The solution to this problem is to allow for multiplant firms. 24 Allowing for multiplant firms will also allow for the examination of mergers in a differentiated products setting. In addition, another major problem is that because of the Markov-Perfect Nash Equilibrium solution concept, I cannot examine collusive behavior, which has often been thought of as a substitute for merger. Finally, there are many aspects of the model that will influence the results in arbitrary ways, including the Cournot firm interactions and the capacity constrained investment process.
In spite of these limitations, the results show that it is possible to develop a dynamic, endogenous model of mergers that generates predictions that are intuitively reasonable. As dynamic, endogenous models are necessary to analyze many important antitrust policy questions, the methods presented here are potentially very useful. While this paper is certainly not the last word on dynamic, endogenous mergers, it does show that this type of analysis is feasible, and hence that future research in this area is potentially beneficial.
Figure 1
Industry evolution with N=3 and three starting firms TIME t TIME t
TIME t+1
State: (A,B,C) Merger Process See Figure 2 
